Velocity Stack
A ready to deploy
full software stack to
accelerate business
initiatives

Why Velocity?
In today’s business landscape, speed alone does not
guarantee success. For speed to be effective, you
need to move in the right direction. The difference
between speed and velocity is not eminently
obvious. Both invoke notions of quickness and agility;
the difference lies in layering it with intent and
purpose. In the absence of this foundation,
organizations tend to react to market favorability.
These reactionary outbursts belie business resilience.
The possibility of sudden change is at the heart of
velocity; the trick is to know where to allow
small-scale changes and how to alter smart
micro-shifts so that nothing deviates from the
foundational vision. For this scenario to become
tangible and yield results, access to the right tools
and technology architecture is indispensable;
this is where velocity is rooted, ready to be
strategically harnessed.
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About Velocity Stack
Velocity Stack delivers domain-centric, experience-led, engineering-driven approach for Cloud-Native transformation at velocity. It is a
"Full Stack" comprising of plug-a-play frameworks & reference future state architectures, Intelligent automation & reusable components,
technology platforms, and domain oriented solutions. Velocity Stack aims to bring business value, speed to market, agility, and overall
operational efficiencies to global businesses. We have a solution for companies in any stage of their digital transformation journey:
Just embarking:
Our comprehensive reference architecture guides you on
reusable components to get you started quickly

Half-way there:
Velocity Stack platforms can accelerate your project

Almost complete:
Our technology stack helps build simple solutions so
post-transformation initiatives can be quickly launched

Benefits of Velocity Stack
Improve go to market
time by 2x

Infrastructure cost saving of upto 23%
by using Velocity Stack components

Accelerated transformation
delivered at scale

Domain-centric, experience-led,
cloud-native components
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Velocity Stack- At a Glance
Reusable Components
100+ UI components
200+ microservices
Transform2Micro
Find similar products based on image
GraphQL domain services

Technology, Architecture,
Frameworks
Reference architecture for business domains
UI, integrations, cloud-native apps, mobile
Unique cloud assessment framework
Time assessment

Platforms
Observability platforms
CI/CD platforms
Cloud-agnostic serverless platforms
Event streaming and analysis

Solutions
Digital Experience Accelerator (DEXA)
Supply chain test automation framework
Conversational AI bot
Cognitive bias for purchasing behavior
Automated business rules extraction (BRE)
Data modernization
Cloud-native database

The above components of Velocity Stack will be built and aggregated based on specific requirements.
We build components based on customer specific use cases and combine existing
open source components to help accelerate the stack.
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We conceptualize, build, and manage digital products through experience design, data
engineering, and advanced analytics for over 130 leading companies. Our solutions
leverage industry-leading platforms to help our clients be competitive, agile, and
disruptive while moving with velocity through change and opportunity.
With headquarters in Pune, India, our 10,000+ associates work across 33 locations,
including San Jose, Seattle, Princeton, Cape Town, London, Singapore, and Mexico City.
For more information please contact: velocity@zensar.com | www.zensar.com

